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Our story began as a conversation on a boat around our 
shared love of art, nature, and entertaining. The concept 
was simple. To create an ambitious line of outdoor living 
products that would turn any outdoor space into a refuge. 
A place to relax, to gather friends, to enjoy nature.

We got to work, turning our patio and deck into a design 
studio. With our own outdoor entertaining and enjoyment 
in mind, we created our first outdoor benches, striving for 
comfort, durability, and nature-inspired style.

Over the last 17 years, our design portfolio has continued 
to grow steadily as we create functional art that speaks 

Your outdoor spaces should be as artistic and beautiful
as the inside of your home.

We create original art and turn it into functional outdoor furniture 
and accessories to transform your patio, deck or garden into a refuge. 

You choose the design. We promise you durability, 
excellent customer service, and ambitious style.

to a variety of lifestyles and tastes. Our innovations in the 
design, sculpting and mold-making process allow our fac-
tory artisans to produce the best detail quality seen in the 
sand-casting industry. 

Despite our growth, we have remained a family-owned 
business. Our children, Weston and Kristin, have joined us for 
the next chapter of Painted Sky Designs. Tucked in the Drift-
less region along the Mississippi River, we are still using our 
own outdoor living spaces to develop new designs that we 
ourselves proudly use when we entertain family and friends.

Thanks for being part of our story.
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Painted Sky products begin with original art by 
artist and co-founder Mike Meyer.

Artwork is then digitally rendered and sized for 
sculpting. 

Just add flowers, food, 
and friends. Our furniture 
will take care of the rest. 

Premium Cast Iron options 
include benches, gliders, 
swings, bistro sets, and 
a variety of tables and 
chairs for any occasion.

Each casting recieves two coats of rust-inhibiting 
primer, a bronze powder coat, and hand-painted 
gold highlights.

Designs are hand sculpted in clay, which 
skilled foundry artisans use to create a detailed 
alunimum mold. 

The art is sand cast in iron or aluminum.
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Elevate your plantings! 
Herbs, flowers, and 
greenery can grow
on two levels of this 
durable planter.

Give the gift of outdoor comfort!  Our products 
make unique, personalized gifts for weddings, house 

warmings, graduations, birthdays and retirements.
Specifications (fully assembled):
26” wide, 27” tall and 9” deep.
Product Weight: 35 lbs.  
Assembly: 10 parts, no screws or bolts.      

Sunflower #FB-SFL-100

Pinecone #FB-PC-100

Wildflower #FB-WFL-100

Vineyard #FB-GP-100

Horse #FB-HS-100

NEW

NEW
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Cheer on your team      outdoors, 

Specifications (fully assembled):
63” wide, 66” tall and 50 1/4” deep. Seat height 22”. 
Product Weight: 121 lbs. Seat capacity: 800 lbs. (2 people)
Materials: Tube steel frame combined with cast iron de-
signs and seating, hung with powder coated steel chains. 
All swings include a matching decorative art theme on 
the top bar.

Specifications (fully assembled):
50 1/4” wide, 32 1/2” tall and 25” deep. Seat height 17 1/2”.
Product weight: 132 lbs. Seat capacity: 800 lbs. (2 people)
Assembly: 10 parts; hardware provided
Finish: Rust inhibitor, bronze powder coat, hand-painted gold highlights

Specifications (fully assembled):
50 1/4” wide, 36” tall and 27” deep. Seat height 16”.
Product Weight: 105 lbs.  Seat capacity: 800 lbs. (2 people)
Assembly: 4 parts; 8 bolts (provided)
Finish: Rust inhibitor, bronze powder coat, hand-painted gold highlights

Cast Iron Bench

Cast Iron Glider

Cast Iron Swing
Nebraska 
Cornhuskers

Iowa State
Cyclones

Texas 
Longhorns

Iowa Hawkeyes

Bench #COL-PB-NE

Bench #COL-PB-ISUBench #COL-PB-TX

Bench #PB-IOW-100BR
Chair #PC-IOW-200BR
Glider Bench #PDG-HK 
Glider Chair #PDC-HK
Tube Steel Bench #TSB2-HK

in style!

*For specifications on collegiate products, 
see cast iron specifications throughout 
catalog.
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Angel Bench #PB-IAG-100BR

Bear Bench #PB-BR-100BR Bicycle Bench #PB-BK-100BR Bench #PB-CEL-100BRCeltic

Bison Bench #PB-BSN-100BR Bench #PB-BK-100BRBucks Bench #PB-EAG-100BREagle Elk Bench #PB-IEK-100BR
Glider #PDG-BSN Glider #PDG-BK

Glider #PDG-BFY

Glider #PDG-RP

Glider #PDG-EAG Glider #PDG-EK

Glider #PDG-CEL

Glider #PDG-CA

Swing #PDS-BKSwing #PDS-BIS

Swing #PDS-BFY

Swing #PDS-RP

Swing #PDS-EAG Swing #PDS-EK

Swing #PDS-CA

Bass Bench #PB-IBS-100BR Bench #PB-BFY-100BRButterfly

Bench #PB-IRP-100BRCowboy Roping

Bench #PB-CAR-100BRCardinal

2021

*In production

NEW
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Bench #PB-IHS-100BRHorse

Iris Bench #PB-IRS-100BR Bench #PB-KOI-100BRKoi

Bench #PB-HER-100BRHeron

Hummingbird Bench #PB-HUM-100BR

Hops Bench #PB-HOP-100BR
Glider #PDG-FS Glider #PDG-HER

Glider #PDG-GP Glider #PDG-IRS

Glider #PDG-HS Glider #PDG-HUM

Glider #PDG-KOI

Swing #PDS-FS Swing #PDS-HER

Swing #PDS-GP

Swing #PDS-HS

Equestrian Bench #PB-EQU-100BR

Bench #PB-IFL-100BR

Swing #PDS-FL

Flora Golf Bench #PB-IGF-100BR

Geese Bench #PB-IGS-100BR Bench #PB-GP-100BRVineyard

Bench #PB-IFM-100BRFarmstead

Glider #PDG-FL

NEW
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Bench #PB-LV-100BRLeaves Bench #PB-PRT-100BRParrot

Loon Bench #PB-ILN-100BR Bench #PB-RSE-100BRRoseBench #PB-MB-100BRMoose/Bear Bench #PB-IRH-100BRRunning Horse

Motorcycle Bench #PB-MTC-100BR Bench #PB-RWT-100BRRunning WhitetailsPalm Bench #PB-PLM-100BR Star Bench #PB-IST-100BR

Longhorn Bench #PB-LHN-100BR Pheasant Bench #PB-IPH-100BR

Glider #PDG-LN

Glider #PDG-LV

Glider #PDG-MB

Glider #PDG-PLM

Glider #PDG-RSE Glider #PDG-RH

Glider #PDG-PH

Swing #PDS-LN

Swing #PDS-LV

Swing #PDS-MB Swing #PDS-RSE

Swing #PDS-RWT

Swing #PDS-RH
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Bench #PB-SFL-100BRSunflower

Tree Bench #PB-TRE-100BR Bench #PB-TRT-100BRTrout

Coming soon!

Wildflower Backless Bench
Pre-Order now 

#BB-WFL

Bench #PB-WFL-100BRWildflower

Flora Backless Bench #BB-FLORA

Texas Bluebonnet Bench #PB-TX-100BR

Glider #PDG-TR

Glider #PDG-WFL

Glider #PDG-SFL

Glider #PDG-TRT
Swing #PDS-TR

Swing #PDS-WFL

Swing #PDS-SFL

Backless Bench
Specifications (fully assembled):
34” wide, 18” tall and 14” deep. 
Product Weight: 50 lbs. Capacity: 500 lbs. 
Assembly: 4 parts; 8 bolts/threaded posts (provided)
Finish: Rust inhibitor, bronze powder coat, 
hand-painted gold highlights
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Specifications (fully assembled): 
39 1/2” wide, 36” tall and 27” deep. Seat height: 16”.
Product Weight: 82 lbs. Seat capacity: 600 lbs. (2 people)
Assembly: 4 parts; 8 bolts (provided)
Finish: Rust inhibitor, bronze powder coat, 
hand-painted gold highlights

Specifications (fully assembled):
Table: 24” wide and 26” tall
Chairs: 17” wide, 34” tall and 19” deep.  Seat height 16 1/2”. 
Seat capacity: 300 lbs.
Product weight: 97 lbs.
Materials: Premium cast iron; rubber feet to prevent floor damage
Set: Includes table and two chairs in one box.

Bistro Set

Loveseat

Iris 
#PBLS-IRS

Horse 
#PBLS-HS

Vineyard 
#PBLS-GP

Tulip (above) 
#PBLS-TLP

Love 
#PBLS-LUV

Tree 
#PBLS-TR

Fawn 
#PBLS-FN Sunflower Bistro #PBST-SFL

(bronze)

Turquoise Blue #PBST-SFL-B

Modern Sunflower Bistro

Parakeet Green #PBST-SFL-G

Chili Pepper Red #PBST-
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Specifications (fully assembled):
28” wide and 30” tall.
Product weight: 65 lbs.
Materials: Premium cast iron, rust inhibitor, 
bronze powder coat; hand-painted gold highlights

Specifications (fully assembled):
Coffee Table: 20” wide, 40” long and 17.5” tall. 
Product weight: 62 lbs.
End Table: 20” wide, 20” long and 17.5” tall. 
Product weight: 34 lbs.

Patio Table

Coffee & 
End Table

Specifications (fully assembled):
Coffee Table: 18” wide, 42” long and 18” tall. 
Product weight: 62 lbs.
End Table: 18” wide, 18” long and 18” tall. 
Product weight: 32 lbs.

Sunflower #PCT-SFL

Vineyard #PCT-GP       

Leaves #PCT-LV       

Flora Coffee Table #TIC-FL
Flora End Table #TIE-FL       

Wildflower Coffee Table #TIC-WFL
Wildflower End Table #TIE-WFL       

Leaves Coffee Table #TIC-LV
Leaves End Table #TIE-LV       

Wildflower #PCT-WFL 2322



Pub Table Pub Chair

Take your patio to new heights! 

Wildflower #PTB-WFL

Leaves #PTB-LV

Vineyard #PTB-GP

Bucks #PTC-BK

Horse #PTC-HS

Wildflower #PTC-WFL

Cardinal #PTC-CA

Leaves #PTC-LV

Vineyard #PTC-GP

Tree #PTC-TR

PUB TABLE Specifications (fully assembled):
30” wide and 42 1/2” tall.
Product Weight: 73 lbs.
Assembly: 6 pieces; hardware included
Materials: Table top is aluminum; base is iron

PUB CHAIR Specifications (fully assembled):
23” wide, 48” tall, and 21” deep. Seat height: 48”.
Product Weight: 35 lbs. Seating capacity: 300 lbs.
Assembly: 6 pieces; hardware included
Material: aluminum24 25



GLIDER Specifications (fully assembled):
25 1/2” wide, 32 1/2” tall and 25” deep. Seat height 17.5”.
Product Weight: 85lbs.  Seat capacity: 300 lbs. 
Materials: Premium cast iron; rust inhibitor, bronze powdercoat, 
hand-painted gold highlights
Assembly: 10 parts; hardware provided

CHAIR Specifications (fully assembled):
25 1/2” wide, 36” tall and 24 1/4” deep. Seat height 16”.
Product Weight: 62 lbs.  Seat capacity: 300 lbs.
Materials: Premium cast iron; rust inhibitor, bronze powdercoat, 
hand-painted gold highlights
Assembly: 4 parts; 8 bolts (provided)

Chair Glider Chair

TreeRunning Horse Sunflower

Hawkeye

Bucks Cardinal

Vineyard

Eagle

Elk

Leaves (above) Wildflower (above)

Chair #PC-TRE-200BRChair #PC-IRH-200BR Chair #PC-SFL

Chair #PC-IOW-200BR

Chair #PC-IDR-200BR Chair #PC-ICA-200BR

Chair #PC-IGP-200BR

Chair #PC-IEG

Chair #PC-IEK-200BR

Chair #PC-ILV Chair #PC-WFL

Glider Chair #PDC-TRGlider Chair #PDC-RH 

Glider Chair #PDC-GP 

Glider Chair #PDC-SFL

Glider Chair #PDC-HK

Glider Chair #PDC-BK Glider Chair #PDC-CA Glider Chair #PDC-EAG

Glider Chair #PDC-EK

Glider Chair #PDC-LV Glider Chair #PDC-WFL
2726



Specifications (fully assembled):
50” wide, 32” tall, and 19” deep. Seat height 16”.
Product weight: 50 lbs. Seat capacity: 500 lbs.
Materials: Umber-toned seat and back frame; slate gray side rails; 
cast iron back with rust inhibitor, bronze powder coat, and hand 
painted gold highlights.
Assembly: 4 parts, 8 bolts (provided)

Cardinal #TSB2-CABucks #TSB2-BK Cowboys #TSB2-CB

Elk #TSB2-EKEagle #TSB2-EAG Flora #TSB2-FL

Hawkeye #TSB2-HKFarmstead #TSB2-FM Hummingbird #TSB2-HUM

Moose/Bear #TSB2-MBLoon #TSB2-LN Pheasant #TSB2-PH

Sunflower #TSB2-SFLRunning Horses #TSB2-RH Wildflower #TSB2-WFL

Two-Tone Tube Steel Bench
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Welcome guests to your 
home, garden or deck 
with our cast aluminum 
welcome signs. Each 
design has a durable 
bronze powdercoat 
finish with hand painted 
highlights. 

Bucks #WHAM-BK Elk #WHAM-EK Horse #WHAM-HS18” x 36”   13 lb 18” x 36”   13 lb 18” x 36”   13 lb

23” x 29.5”   11 lb

21” x 30”  13 lb

17” w

18” w17” w18” w18” w

18” w 17” w 17” w 12 t x 18” w

19” x 30.75”   9 lb 

Tree #WHAM-TR

Geese #WHAM-GS

Flora #WHAM-FL-

Bear #WS-BR

Vineyard #WS-GPElk #WS-EKCowboys #WS-CBDeer #WS-DR

Horse #WS-HS Pheasant #WS-PH Tree #WS-TR Wildflower #WS-WFL

Wall Art

Welcome Signs

Bring a Painted Sky design indoors with cast aluminum wall 
art. Hooks optional. Powder coated bronze
with hand-painted gold highlights. 

18” wChicken (above) #WS-CH

30 31

14” tall unless noted. 
3 lbs.



Our art and products are rooted 
in our love of wildlife and nature. 
From herons to loons, from elk to 
moose, and from sunflowers to 
wildflowers, we want to ensure 
diverse habitats and the wildlife 
that relies on them remain long 

after our furniture. 

Woman-Owned

Giftable

75% woman-owned and 

100% family-owned

Customizable gifts for 

any occasion

We partner with One Tree 

Planted to plant thousands

of trees annually

Give Back when you buy

We want to work with you. Order Now: 
Visit: paintedskydesigns.com/pages/become-a-dealer
Call: 563-557-7160
Email: weston@paintedskydesigns.com

@paintedskydesigns

www.paintedskydesigns.com

@paintedsky_designs


